CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusions

Conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1) The factors of *Desta and Gina in the Morning program* mix language because speaker partner and situation. The other factors, such as bilingual or multilingual prestige, absence of vocabulary and quoting are not found in *Desta and Gina in the Morning program* on Prambors radio.

(2) The functions of code mixing in *Desta and Gina in the Morning program* are communication strategy, expression of community and personality and style. Identity marketing and classification are not found in the data.

(3) The types of code mixing for *Desta and Gina in the Morning program* is four from six insertion. They are word, phrase, and reduplication and clause insertions. Hybrid clause and idiom insertion are not occur in the data.

(4) There are some impact of code mixing for the listeners, they are they known a little bit about English and vernaculars vocabularies and they can used in daily life such as the broadcasters done, one of them felt close with her student in school because she taught them using English in daily life, their English and Indonesian and some vernacular languages can be increased and they often followed the broadcaster’s style in speaking, will be increased their insight about new vocabularies and new terms from English, they felt more update,
they will be known the meaning from the broadcaster’s language because broadcaster often done the repetition to Indonesian.

5.2 Suggestions

In relation to the conclusions, suggestions are staged as the following.

(1) For readers who like to listening the radio program, should learn about code mixing to avoid misunderstanding of the message that conveyed by the broadcasters, because nowadays many broadcasters use code mixing when they are broadcasting.

(2) For radio broadcasters, they should use language correctly, even if they mix one language with another, they better use the language in the right structure or grammar, and also the right pronunciation in order to make listeners understand of their utterances easier. As it was found in this study, it is suggested to the broadcaster to minimize use mix language into another language, because broadcaster as trend setter to the listeners. All the things that broadcaster said that will be followed by the listeners.

(3) For the researcher, it is suggested that this thesis would be places as the main references in order to make a further that very significant to the problem of society by using code mixing.